REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
THE GOVERNMENT DE JURE
vnch.phapdinh@gmail.com
POB 14572 Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55414 USA

TTCP-11.21

His Excellency António Guterres

Secretary General of the United Nations
405 East

42nd Street

New York

NY.10017

Mister the Secretary General,
The alarming turn of events in the East Asia-Pacific region including Vietnam prompts us to reiterate
to the leaders of Socialist Vietnam our proposal to initiate negotiations with them to seek a peaceful
solution to democratize Vietnam by free and democratic general elections as the 1973 Paris Agreement
provided.
Our proposal, in the form of a multi-stage democratization roadmap, will transform our country into a
democratic country, independent of China, if the Politburo of the Vietnamese Communist Party
approves it at conference table with us and representatives of the Vietnamese people. Thirsty for
freedom, loving peace, we wish at all costs to share a common goal with friendly countries of the IndoPacific Alliance to stem the expansion and illegal attempts of the People's Republic of China to control
the air and maritime spaces of the Asia-Pacific strategic region. The foreign policy "Four Nos" (1) set
by China, approved by the communist Vietnam and recorded in the 2019 White Paper of the
Vietnamese Ministry of Defense notoriously accentuates the dependence of Socialist Vietnam on the
People's Republic of China, thus reminding past centuries of vassalization of The Kingdom of Vietnam
to The Middle Empire.
This policy can only be permanently ended by the full restoration of Vietnam's sovereignty - achievable
without confrontation with China - through free, internationally supervised general elections in order
for the Vietnamese people to choose a political regime for their country. Moreover, these elections
were provided in the Paris Agreement of 1973 cosigned by 12 governments including the People's
Republic of China and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam ( North), but trampled by the latter with its
invasion of the Republic of Vietnam (South) in April 1975.
Mister the Secretary General,
By presenting you again our roadmap addressed to the Politburo of the Vietnamese Communist Party
(the last time was in 2018), we urge you to urgently support our campaign with the government of
theSocialist Republic of Vietnam so that our country, once free from the nefarious influence of SinoVietnamese communists, can recover its independence, sovereignty, and effectively contribute by your
side to preserve peace and security in Asia-Pacific.

Please accept our highest consideration and the deep gratitude of our Vietnamese people.
October 29, 2021

Most respectfully,
The Prime Minister

Le Trong Quat
Former Premier Minister of State
Justice to the Constitutional Court, Republic of Vietnam

(1)- The Communist Party binds Vietnam in a position of complete isolation to become a ready prey
for Chinese annexation with their 4 NO's policy clearly stated in the "2019 Handbook” of the Socialist
Republic of VN‘s Ministry of Defense.: no military alliance, no affiliation with one country to
counteract the other, no foreign military base in the Vietnamese territory to act against other
countries, and no force or threatening to use force in international relations.
-Attached: translation of the roadmap addressed to the Politburo of the Vietnamese Communist party.

